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1
Part 1 Section 

IV_BF_22022016-

FINAL

Page 201 of 230 : 

6.10
Simulator for Design of CBTC Blocks and Headway

We could not find any reference to this “Simulator for 

Design of CBTC Blocks and Headway” in Particular 

Specification. Could you please advise if this is required? If 

yes, could you please provide the exact requirements?

Yes, simulator for Design of CBTC Blocks and Headway 

are required.

Please refer to Item No. 23 of Addendum-05 Dated: 

17/05/2016 which is self explanatory.

2
Part 2 Section

VI_Vol1_PS
3.2.1.2

f) Servers and computers for ATS/LATS/CATS/DATS 

including LAN, routers/switches at OCC and BCC, 

stations, depot and other locations and optical fibre 

links; Workstations; Large Video Screen/MPD;

We understand that the computers for 

ATS/LATS/CATS/DATS as per Appendix C will be 

corridor wise i.e. Dedicated equipments for N-S corridor 

and E-W corridor. However the servers/ Large Video 

Screens may be common provided they are able to meet all 

other requirements of the contract.

Servers and Large Video Screens are required separately 

for each corridor.

3
Part 2 Section

VI_Vol1_PS
4.13.5

As a minimum requirement, the equipment must be 

immune to a field strength of 20 V/m in the frequency 

range of 27 to 2000 MHz

Such requirement appear to be different to those foreseen 

by usual railway field standards EN50121-4 and EN50121-

3-2 (see paragraphs 6.2 and table 1, and paragraph 8 and 

table 6, applicable respectively to wayside and on board 

equipment). Since pure application of Particular 

Specification requirements would lead towards a design not 

supported by usual and applicable standards, we would ask 

you to confirm that limits and criteria set out by EN 50121 

series will apply.

Yes, your understanding is correct.

It is confirmed that limits and criteria set out by EN 50121 

series shall apply.

4
Part 2 Section

VI_Vol1_PS

4.13.7,

4.13.8 and

4.13.9

These clauses reference values for Electrostatic 

discharge tests (8kV air discharge, 6kV contact 

discharge), Fast transient burst (2 kV peak) and Power 

surge (2kV common mode, 1kV differential mode) are 

given for equipment.

These values are those given by EN 50121-4 standard. 

However their pure application would lead to apply them to 

all the ports of all equipment, whilst the standard states that 

the tests given apply to apparatus inside 3 m zone, and that 

for other apparatus within the railway environment 

requirements of EN 61000-6-2 apply. Also other apparatus 

(e.g. COTS equipment) normally is compliant with EN 

61000- 6-1. Please confirm that appropriate criteria 

applying EN 50121-4, EN 61000-6-2 and EN 61000-6-1 

depending on the equipment zoning /position will be 

applied.

Tender conditions prevail.

5
Part 2 Section

VI_Vol1_PS

APPENDIX R

10

STATIONS FOR INTERMEDIATE TURNBACK 

To be notified in Preliminary Operation Plan.

Please provide the list of stations requiring intermediate 

turn back or alternatively confirm that the stations having 

point and crossing will require turn-back

Yes, it is confirmed that stations having point and crossing 

shall require intermediate turn-back.

6
CAD drawings including all the civil, speed 

information etc. and Train Characteristics. (i.e. all the 

data needed for running simulation for MEGA Metro)

We are currently missing these information.

Kindly issue revised drawings.

Latest GAD shall be provided.

For Train Characteristics, please refer to Annexure-1 to 

Appendix A1 of PS and reply at SI. No. 126 Reply to 

Bidder's Query (Set-01) Dated: 22/04/2016

"Design, Manufacture, Supply, Installation, Testing and Commissioning of Signalling and Train Control Systems" 

 Clarification to Queries received after 16.05.2016 and upto 20.05.2016 (SET-04)

Tender No: MEGA/S&T/SIG-01, Clarifications Set-04, Dated: 26-05-2016
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